Introduction {#sec1}
============

In recent years defined preparation of thin films has become highly desired since many technological applications or fundamental studies^[@ref1]−[@ref4]^ depend on the reliable and controlled fabrication of organic, inorganic, or metallic thin films. The variation of process parameters such as temperature, pressure, deposition rate, and environment (e.g., solvent), allows engineering thin films with particular properties and morphologies.^[@ref5],[@ref6]^ This in turn tunes for instance the optical,^[@ref7],[@ref8]^ and electrical properties.^[@ref9],[@ref10]^ Especially the control of the solid state properties, such as polymorphism^[@ref11],[@ref12]^ or morphology, are of outmost interest for pharmaceutical drug formulation since this is one of the decisive factors for drug release and resorption in living organisms (bioavailability).^[@ref13]^

A well-established method for thin film preparation with high scientific but also industrial relevance^[@ref14]^ is physical vapor deposition (PVD). Even though PVD is especially appealing since the thin film preparation is carried out under specific environmental conditions, such as ultrahigh vacuum or in inert gas atmosphere, it is hardly recognized in pharmaceutical science. However, PVD as a solventless process allows for limiting the interaction during crystal growth to solely molecule--molecule and molecule--substrate interactions which helps to identify the underlying growth mechanisms. More importantly, contingent interactions for example with solvents or ambient atmosphere (especially with surface water), are mostly avoided during film formation easing the understanding of heterogeneous crystal growth.

Despite the process parameters, the choice of substrate has a strong influence on film formation and crystal growth. During crystallization, interactions of the organic molecules with the substrate surface because of van der Waals forces, H-bonding, or electrostatics play a decisive role.^[@ref15]^ It was demonstrated previously, that crystallization in proximity of solid surfaces is able to increase the crystal yield, aid the growth of certain polymorphs,^[@ref16]^ or induce directional growth.^[@ref17]^ Moreover, surfaces are able to stabilize certain fragile polymorphs^[@ref18]^ for a prolonged timespan or induce/mediate new polymorphs which are not accessible by conventional bulk methods.^[@ref19]^ Typically substrates are classified based on their surface properties. Isotropic surfaces contain randomly arranged atoms at the solid--air interface without long-range order, such as conventional glass surfaces, indium--tin oxide (ITO) layers,^[@ref20]^ polymer surfaces,^[@ref21]^ or self-assembled monolayers.^[@ref22]^ Generally, such surfaces are only capable of selecting a preferred contact plane of a molecular crystal during a PVD process resulting in azimuthally randomly distributed crystals on the surface.^[@ref23]^ In contrast, highly anisotropic surfaces are present, for instance, in rubbed polymer surface,^[@ref21]^ or outer/cleaved surfaces^[@ref24]^ of single crystal minerals, salts, inorganics, metals,^[@ref25]^ or others. Some of the most prominent examples for such surfaces are mica,^[@ref26]^ NaCl, silicon,^[@ref27]^ or gold. The particular periodic arrangement at the surface depends on the chemical composition and their ability to rearrange. For instance different cutting direction of the crystal results in altered surface properties which in turn might facilitate the heterogeneous crystal growth.^[@ref28]^

Many PVD studies on thin film growth focus on synthetic, highly symmetric, conjugated organic molecules because of their importance for application in organic electronics.^[@ref29]−[@ref32]^ However, most drug molecules feature asymmetric chemical structures with quasi ambipolar character. This accounts on the one hand for aqueous solubility, on the other hand, dependent on its partition coefficient (log *P*), the ambipolarity allows for cell membrane penetration.^[@ref33]^ In order to study the growth of such asymmetric molecules on a solid surface, caffeine is an ideal model candidate as it is widely used in pharmaceutics as pure active pharmaceutical ingredient (API), as excipient in pain killers and as a cocrystallization agent for various molecules.^[@ref34]−[@ref36]^ Caffeine is typically purified via sublimation and recrystallization. However, for such a procedure low process control is required, thus preknowledge of caffeine deposition behavior within a controlled PVD process is rather limited.^[@ref37]^ There are studies of caffeine on various surfaces deposited from solution, showing the growth of either needle-like morphology or plate-like hexagons with the surface having a decisive impact on the crystal alignment.^[@ref38],[@ref39]^ Previous studies on solution cast samples show that caffeine deposited onto mica surfaces results in an alignment of caffeine with respect to the underlying mica surface.^[@ref40]^

There are many PVD processes described in literature ranging from simple vacuum apparatus to very sophisticated ultrahigh vacuum chamber assemblies.^[@ref41]^ For organic thin films, a hot wall epitaxy setup (HWE)^[@ref42]^ is well suited since it works close to thermodynamic equilibrium and facilitates the growth of van der Waals bonded systems.^[@ref43]^ In the case of caffeine a reduction of the pressure is not required as heating of caffeine to 120 °C at ambient pressure results in excessive sublimation. Furthermore, having an inert gas along the heated deposition cone (hot wall) at ambient pressure is sufficient to achieve caffeine films of very high quality. Mica is used in this study as it is atomically flat and is furthermore capable of aligning molecules along specific directions as reported for various organic systems.^[@ref17],[@ref40]^ The resulting thin films will be investigated by microscopy and X-ray based techniques allowing the caffeine crystallization at the surface to be understood. Similarities or differences to caffeine crystal growth on mica by solution casting are elucidated.

Experimental Section {#sec2}
====================

Materials {#sec2.1}
---------

Samples were prepared on muscovite mica (001) substrates (grade V-4) purchased from SPI Supplies (West Chester, USA). All substrate surfaces were cleaved freshly and immediately transferred into the HWE chamber. Caffeine (pharmaceutical grade) was purchased from Herba Chemosan-AG (Vienna, Austria) and used without further treatment.

Sample Preparation {#sec2.2}
------------------

Prior deposition the mica substrates were preheated for 30 min at the desired substrate temperature of 65 °C to ensure thermal stability. After preheating, a shutter was opened and the mica surfaces were exposed to the molecular flux for 5, 10, 15, and 20 min. Optimal temperature setting of 125 °C for the source and 130 °C for the wall have been obtained and kept constant for all depositions in this study.

X-ray Diffraction Experiments {#sec2.3}
-----------------------------

Specular X-ray diffraction (SXRD) measurements were performed on a PANalytical EMPYREAN reflectometer fitted with a Cu sealed tube (λ = 1.54 Å), a 1/32° primary slit, a 10 mm beam mask and a multilayer mirror on the primary side. On the secondary side a slit system containing a 0.1 mm receiving slit and 0.02 rad Soller slits defined the diffracted beam. The intensities as a function of the scattering angle were recorded using a 3D PANalaytical PIXCcel detector.

X-ray pole figures (XRPF) were performed on a Philips X'pert diffractometer using a chromium sealed tube and secondary graphite monochromator (λ = 2.29 Å). Pole figures were recorded for a fixed scattering vector \|**q**\| in Schultz reflective geometry.^[@ref44]^ Shortly, an X-ray diffraction pole figure contains information about the spatial distribution of specific net planes with respect to the substrate surface. During the measurement the sample is rotated around the Eulerian angles ψ (inclination of the surface normal) and φ (rotation around the surface normal). The intensity data is presented in polar contour plots with ψ being the polar radius and φ the polar angle. Spots with enhanced intensity (poles) correspond to Bragg reflections which are caused by net planes which fulfill the Laue condition, meaning the corresponding net planes are normal to pole direction. Experimental data was visualized and evaluated using the software STEREOPOLE.^[@ref45]^

Morphological Investigation {#sec2.4}
---------------------------

Optical microscope images were taken with an Axiovert 40 microscope (Zeiss, Germany) equipped with a high resolution digital camera. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) height measurements were performed using a FlexAFM and Easyscan 2 controller (Nanosurf, Switzerland) to gain knowledge on the topography of the samples. The images were taken in tapping mode using a Tap190 cantilever (Budgetsensonors, Bulgaria) with a nominal frequency of 190 kHz. Subsequently, the recorded images were corrected for artifacts and visualized using the Gwyddion software.^[@ref46]^

Results {#sec3}
=======

Morphology {#sec3.1}
----------

Caffeine was deposited by means of HWE on freshly cleaved muscovite mica (001). Various samples were prepared whereby the process conditions remained the same (substrate and wall temperature) except the molecular flux exposition time varying from 5 to 20 min. All samples reveal a very similar behavior with elongated needle-like structures being present at the mica surface (see [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} and [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). At a deposition time of 20 min "broad" flat needles are present at the mica surface with extension of up to 100 μm along the long needle axes. The width of the structures has a strong variation from 10 μm down to approximately 1 μm. A closer inspection reveals that individual needles consists of smaller elongated structures packed closely together (see [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). The needle height of approximately 100 nm is similar over the entire sample. Beside the broad structures thin needles of significantly higher extension exist on the sample surface (visible as brighter whitish needles). The amount of those in the selected sample is relatively low.

Besides the needle morphology, the AFM image reveals that all needles at the surface align along defined directions with 60° or 120° inclination to each other. This is further supported by a 2D-FFT of this image which shows six streaks, every 60° on a 360° turn (see [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b). This means three directions (or six if the 180° is taken into account separately) are present on the mica surface which facilitate the alignment of the caffeine needles. As the mica surface may consists of two domains of 120° inclination^[@ref29]^ an additional optical micrograph (with and without crossed-polarizers) showing a cleavage step between such domains was taken ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}c). Although crossed-polarizers enhance the contrast of crystalline species, they also select needles depending on their orientation canceling certain directions in the image (compare [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}c, left and right side). However, the images reveal that in each domain all six directions are present which shows that the 60° symmetry is a result of caffeine aligning within one mica domain in all these directions. While most of the needle structures align consistently with defined angles, some needles with mismatched directions are noted (for an example see [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}a, lower left corner and [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}c, middle). Such needles occur due to nucleation at cleavage steps or other defects in the surface inducing growth in a direction mismatching the pattern.

![(a) Atomic force microscopy (AFM) height image of caffeine crystallites on a single mica domain. (b) Fourier transform of the AFM image. (c) Optical micrograph without (left) and with crossed-polarizers (right) showing caffeine on two separate mica domains (black arrow indicates cleavage step).](cg-2015-00833b_0005){#fig1}

On the change of deposition time the qualitative picture of caffeine on mica remains the same. At 5 min deposition time most of the caffeine assembles in the thin needle morphology with a height of typically 200 nm. Flat structures are present but compared to the 20 min sample these structures are strongly fragmented. Doubling the deposition time reveals that the flat structures coalesce and more interconnection points appear. At 15 min the ratio of thin and flat needles decreases, meaning that the amount of both become similar. At 20 min, the flat structures are most common which indicates that the initial needles broaden with increasing deposition time.

![AFM images of caffeine crystallites on muscovite mica for various deposition times at 65 °C substrate temperature.](cg-2015-00833b_0006){#fig2}

Specular X-ray Diffraction Experiments {#sec3.2}
--------------------------------------

To gain more insight into the crystallographic properties of caffeine on mica, X-ray based studies were performed. The specular X-ray diffraction pattern of the sample with 20 min deposition time is given in [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}. The region around 8.4 nm^--1^ is shown as this region corresponds to locations for which the most prominent net planes of caffeine are expected. The diffraction pattern of the sample shows two peaks located at *q*~*z*~ = 8.34 and 8.49 nm^--1^, respectively while other peaks are not noted. The experimentally observed peaks correspond to a *d*-spacing of 0.75 and 0.74 nm, respectively. Since caffeine may exist in two polymorphic forms, the stable β-phase^[@ref47]^ (CSD code NIWFEE03) and the metastable α-phase^[@ref48]^ (NIWFEE02), the peaks were compared to both crystal structure solutions, revealing an excellent match with the (020) and (510) net planes of caffeine in β conformation.

![Specular X-ray diffraction scan of caffeine on mica. Calculated peak positions for the β (red, solid) and α (blue, dashed) polymorph are indicated.](cg-2015-00833b_0007){#fig3}

Because of the experimental geometry, a specular X-ray diffraction scan is only able to measure inter planar spacings (*d*-spacings) of net planes parallel to the substrate surface, thus the two peaks show that the sample contains various types of crystallites which differ in their contact planes; one has a (020) and the other has a (510) contact plane (i.e., these net planes are parallel to the surface).

The preparation of caffeine samples at elevated temperature might facilitate the formation of a less stable high temperature polymorph.^[@ref49],[@ref50]^ A Bragg peak due to presence the of less stable α-form would be expected at *q*~*z*~ = 8.41 nm^--1^, between the β-phase peaks. However, this is not the case for samples prepared within this study (compare [Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}), hence further explanations in this text are based on the β-polymorphic form and their behavior.

A comparison of the specular X-ray diffraction data for samples prepared with different deposition times reveals very similar diffraction patterns for all. The roughly constant intensity ratio of the 020 and 510 peaks indicates that the deposition time has no significant influence either on the selection of the contact plane nor the polymorph (measurements are provided in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.cgd.5b00833/suppl_file/cg5b00833_si_001.pdf)). Despite the difference in the amount of thin and flat needles for the various samples, it cannot be concluded that each of the species has a different contact plane since the relative peak heights seems unaffected by this fact. Thus, it seems to be equally likely that both planes, (020) and (510), have a certain probability to contact the surface.

X-ray Pole Figures Experiments {#sec3.3}
------------------------------

The presence of the small number of Bragg peaks in the specular X-ray diffraction scans typically means that a preferred crystal alignment is present. This is further supported by microscopy investigations which even suggest that a biaxially alignment could have taken place during crystal growth. For the crystallographic investigation of such samples the X-ray pole figure technique is best suited. Within such a pole figure measurement the scattering vector **q** is fixed (thus a specific *d*-spacing and its corresponding net planes is selected) while the sample is rotated (φ) and/or tilted (ψ). High intensity (poles) occurs in this experiment for crystallites aligning in a proper direction fulfilling the Laue condition and consequently the intensity distribution allows for the integral crystallographic arrangement of crystals on the sample to be identified.

Pole figure measurements for two scattering vectors performed at the thickest sample (thus giving the most diffracted intensity) are shown in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}. In [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a the pole figure measured at \|**q**\| = 8.4 nm^--1^, thus selecting net planes with inter planar spacings of approximately 0.75 nm, reveals seven poles, which considering the low resolution at this \|**q**\|-value must be a result of either the 020 or 510 Bragg reflections fulfilling the Laue condition. In the center of this pole figure (ψ = 0°) the high intensity results from the net planes which are parallel to the substrate surface. According to the specular X-ray scans it needs to be the (020) or (510) plane. Away from the center six other poles are present. All these poles are located at a common inclination (ψ = 60°) to the surface normal. In the azimuthal direction poles are located at φ = 30°, 90°, 150°, 210°, 270°, and 330°, meaning that each pole is rotated by 60° with respect to its adjacent. This is in excellent agreement with the Fourier transform (see [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}b) of the AFM image which also showed streaks with an azimuthal rotation of 60°. This suggests that the pole figure is a result of six needle growth directions.

![X-ray pole figures of caffeine on mica measured at a scattering vector \|**q**\| = 8.4 (a) and 19.0 nm^--1^ (b). Summarized poles within the dashed regions appear regularly due to crystallites of different azimuthal orientation. Solid black line indicates the mica mirror symmetry direction.](cg-2015-00833b_0008){#fig4}

To gain further information about the sample an additional pole figure at \|**q**\| = 19.0 nm^--1^ was recorded ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}b). At this scattering angle inter planar distances of about 0.33 nm will produce poles on the fulfilment of the Laue condition. A comparison with the crystal structure shows that net planes with *hkl* = {602̅}, {112̅} (curly brackets indicate all permitted permutations of *hkl*) are measured. In the middle of the pole figure (ψ = 0°) the peak corresponding to the mica (006) net plane is present. At inclination angles of ψ = 45° six poles are noted which are also a result of the substrate. The various peaks at ψ = 75°, 80°, and 88° correspond to caffeine and can be explained by one unique repetitive pattern (indicated by dashed region). This pattern is repeated every 60° in azimuthal direction, which is again in well agreement with the observed needle directions which are also separated by 60°.

Discussion {#sec4}
==========

The crystallization of caffeine in solution results in needle type morphology in the β-phase. On heterogeneous crystallization from solution two morphologies are typically evident, with long needles and the extended hexagonal structures.^[@ref38]^ The investigation of caffeine on mica surface prepared via HWE reveals similarly to bulk solutions solely needle type structures of caffeine in β-phase. Indication of another polymorph, especially the metastable α-phase was not noted, hence crystallization on mica is similar to the bulk.

Muscovite mica has a rather complex crystalline structure.^[@ref17],[@ref26]^ However, it provides a highly ordered surface structure because of weakly bond aluminum-silica sheets. By cleaving along these sheets, relatively large areas of atomically flat and clean (001) surfaces can be obtained. Adjacent mica sheets are very much alike, but one (α-mica) is rotated by 120° with respect to the other sheet (β-mica). Typically, a sample of cleaved mica surface consists of several individual domains with each containing just α or β mica (see [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}c). The surface unit cell of the α domain exhibits a mirror symmetry along the mica \[110\] direction and a slight corrugation because of slightly lower oxygen along the same direction (for the β-sheet everything is equivalent, but rotated by 120° with respect to the α-sheet).^[@ref29]^ Strictly speaking, a mica surface has only a mirror symmetry but allowing for some deviations one could easily identify a pseudo-3-fold symmetry arrangement of the oxygen atoms at the surface.^[@ref26]^ From this simple consideration it follows that for directed growth along the oxygen grooves only one crystal direction should be present in a domain. For growth that is affected by the mirror symmetry two directions should be noted while 3-fold symmetry means that most likely the nearly hexagonal oxygen arrangement in the surface is responsible for the molecular alignment. The AFM and optical measurements clearly show that six needle directions are present. Furthermore, these six directions are present in their close vicinity (∼couple of micrometers), meaning these six growth directions are present in one single mica domain. This is further supported by optical microscopy which clearly allows to separate the domains with each containing six caffeine directions. Thus, the needle growth is a result of caffeine crystals aligning on the account of the slightly disturbed 3-fold "oxygen symmetry" in the mica surface. Such a behavior might seem obvious, however previous studies of rod-like conjugated molecules such as para-sexiphenyl (p6P) on muscovite mica showed remarkably different results. Although showing a similar needle-like morphology the azimuthal alignment was not determined by the 3-fold symmetry since only growth along one direction was observed and thus the surface corrugations because of lowered oxygen atoms in the surface are assumed to cause the alignment.^[@ref51]^ Another example for rod-like molecules on mica is ternaphthalene (NNN), also showing clearly directed growth of needle-like crystallites but with two directions being present on the surface. Hence it was concluded that the mirror-symmetry of the mica surface is determining for the growth directions.^[@ref52]^ Such a comparison with rod-like molecules illustrates peculiarly well that a wide range of molecules with various geometries and chemical properties are necessary to understand the diverse mechanisms of directed growth on solid surfaces.

To obtain information on the crystallographic orientation of the caffeine needles with respect to the mica surface, each pole in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} is indexed, that is, each pole gets assigned a corresponding net plane (*hkl*). The poles observed in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}a are limited to net planes of the {510} and {020} family because of the fixed scattering vector of \|**q**\| = 8.4 nm^--1^. The center peak (ψ = 0) in the pole figure, as already established by specular diffraction experiments, corresponds to the (510) and/or (020) net planes. Since crystallites with those contact planes have very similar *d*-spacings, 0.753 and 0.740 nm, respectively, it was not possible to separate both contribution due to the limited resolution of the setup in use. However, for the sake of simplicity it is assumed that only needles with a (510) contact plane are present. In the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.cgd.5b00833/suppl_file/cg5b00833_si_001.pdf) an alternative indexation using a (020) contact plane is provided.

![(a) Simulated pole distribution for poles observed at \|**q**\| = 8.4 nm^--1^ using three crystals (red, green, blue) with (510) contact planes. (b) View of a caffeine crystallite along the *c*-axis (long needle axis) with (510) contact plane. Black lines illustrate the projection of the (510), (51̅0), and (020) net planes.](cg-2015-00833b_0001){#fig5}

In [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}b the inclinations (ψ in the pole figure) of the (51̅0) and (020) net planes with respect to the (510) contact plane is illustrated. As clearly seen, the inclination angles of the (51̅0) and (020) with respect to the contact plane are in the case of caffeine extremely similar (58.9° and 60.6°, respectively) and explains the common inclination of the poles of approximately 60°. While the inclinations are defined by the net planes within a crystallite, the azimuthal angle φ depends on the direction of the crystallite on the surface. Therefore, to obtain a proper description of the pole figure, it is necessary to find the correct azimuthal orientation by rotating the crystallite around its contact plane normal until the calculated poles match the spots of enhanced intensities in the pole figure.

However, using just one crystallite of a specific orientation gives only two poles, as indicated by different colors in [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}a. To get a complete description of the pole figure, at least two additional crystallites with different azimuthal alignment need to be introduced (blue, green). Each crystallite is rotated azimuthally by 60° with respect to each other. These crystallites with distinct directions are in excellent agreement with six different needle directions as seen in optical and AFM micrographs (compare [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). As mentioned earlier, a (020) contact plane would yield a similar result. This becomes quite obvious, if one considers a clockwise rotation of the crystal by 60° along the needle axis. The (020) plane would become the contact plane with the mica surface (parallel to the surface) and consequently the (510) is then 180° rotated in φ with respect of the (5--10) plane and both are found at a common inclination of ∼60°.

The pole figure taken at \|**q**\| = 8.4 nm^--1^ can be understood in the crystals having a (020) or (510) contact plane with the surface. However, the unit cell equivalent contact planes should exist with the hkl of, for instance (0--20) and (−510). While this cannot be proved at the measurement taken at \|**q**\| = 8.4 nm^--1^ the pole figure taken at \|**q**\| = 19.0 nm^--1^ allows for a clarification. At various ψ values larger than 70° 12 poles at defined φ values are present which can be paired to six groups. Each group is rotated by 60° of another. Within a group a splitting exists, for instance 18° at ψ = 75°. This group splitting is a result of some caffeine having a (510) and some other having (51̅0) contact plane. The monoclinic angle β = 99° of the caffeine unit cell accounts for such a splitting on inverting the crystal, thus proving that more than two contact planes are required to understand the caffeine growth on mica. For sake of completeness, a more detailed description of the indexation is provided in the [Supporting Information](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.cgd.5b00833/suppl_file/cg5b00833_si_001.pdf).

![Atomic force microscopy image showing the relation between the azimuthal alignment of caffeine crystallites (blue arrows indicate *c*-axis) and the mica real space directions (black arrows).](cg-2015-00833b_0002){#fig6}

Having the pole figure indexed, provides the opportunity to see the crystallographic relation of the caffeine unit cell with the mica surface. In the caffeine unit cell the disk-like molecules stack onto each other along the a and *b* axis in an edge-on conformation while a parallel stacking similar to a π--π stacking is formed along the *c*-axis. The latter, so the *c*-axis, is also identical to the morphological needle axis of caffeine. From the pole figure it follows that the *c*-axis of caffeine points toward φ = 0°, 60°, 120°, as well as 180°, 240°, and 300°, giving basically six crystallographic growth directions. However, only three morphological directions are observable within the AFM; needles which are inclined by 180° cannot be distinguished. Furthermore, for all azimuthal directions the *c*-axis points toward ψ = 90°, meaning the *c*-axis is parallel to the surface. A comparison of these directions with the main directions of a mica surface, that is, \[11̅0\], \[100\], \[110\], shows that the long needle axis (*c*-axis) coincides with this main directions supporting the fact that the pseudo-3-fold symmetry of the mica surface dictates the caffeine crystal growth (see [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). This is in agreement with the previous assumption derived from the morphological investigation, but now with the interpretation of the pole figure also the crystallographic information is accessible.

The *a*-axis of caffeine is also in-plane as long as the contact plane is a (020). However, a common azimuthal direction with the underlying mica substrate is not observed. For the (510) contact plane the a and *b* axis do not coincide with any mica main direction. Regardless of the contact plane, the *c*-axis remains unaffected, meaning that the azimuth of the needle axis is well aligned while there is some freedom for the contact plane to be chosen. On a closer inspection of the molecular arrangement within the unit cell shows that (020) and a (510) plane have a very much alike caffeine assembling with the surface; "edge-on" with slightly rotated adjacent molecules. This also suggests that the energy for both situations is very similar, meaning no preferential growth of either (020) or (510) crystallites takes place.

The heterogeneous nucleation and crystallization at a solid surface is a complex process. Typically an individual molecule adsorbs on the surface most likely such that the caffeine molecule is lying flat. From simple energetic considerations a single flat-lying molecule should be energetically favored as the van der Waals interactions allow to minimize the energy more effectively. As time progresses more molecules accommodate in the vicinity. Anisotropic molecular diffusion along the surface allows for nucleus formation and further crystal growth. In the case of caffeine, the crystals have an edge-on conformation of upright standing molecules, thus limiting their interaction with surface to the terminal methyl groups or oxygen atoms. It seems that the increased energetic cost of several upright standing molecules is outweighed by an overall smaller energy of the well aligned crystals.^[@ref53]^ Furthermore, the investigations show that the molecules align perpendicular to the mica main directions. At this stage it is not clear if the nucleation and crystal growth takes place already in that very confinement or if a rearrangement of the nucleus or crystal takes place. However, there are many theoretical consideration trying to explain such a situation like lattice match^[@ref54],[@ref55]^ or density functional theory calculations. Typically, many preassumptions have to be taken into account for such a theoretical approach which makes a possible explanation of caffeine on mica via such tools challenging.

Surprisingly, the growth of caffeine on mica via HWE reveals a distinct crystal alignment as obtained from solution cast films. First, HWE facilitates predominantly the growth of crystallites with {510} and {020} contact planes, while solution processing shows additional {110}, {520}, and {530} contact planes. This means the solution cast crystallites have some rotational freedom along the *c*-axis, that is, allows for rotation of those. Other than the (510) and (020) contact planes which provide "flat crystal cuts" (compare [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}) these additional contact planes might develop facets. The second surprising difference is the alignment of the caffeine crystal axes with respect to mica. In the case of HWE the *c*-axis, which defines the long needles axis, is aligned along the mica main axes regardless of the contact plane. The solution processing lead to an alignment of the *a*-axis, thus the *c*-axis does not coincide with any mica main direction. On one hand this means that caffeine deposited via HWE only shows six growth direction while solution cast have another six which are inclined by 18° to the others. On the other hand this also means the disk-like caffeine molecules stand perpendicular to the mica main axes for the HWE sample whereas the molecules stand parallel in the case the solution cast. The reasons for the appearance of this differences could be manifold. The preparation route seems to play an important role, since the different alignments were observed exclusively on either type of sample. The main difference between these preparation techniques might be the solvent during the adsorption, nucleation and subsequent crystal growth. It might cause other sticking/adsorption sites at the mica surface to be selected. However, also other factors might account for this deviation such as the elevated substrate temperature during HWE, which changes the diffusion/sticking behavior of molecules on surfaces. Furthermore, the time scale of crystal growth differs drastically. In the case of HWE the caffeine deposition takes up to 20 min and is carried out very close to thermodynamic equilibrium. In contrast, deposition from solution, using especially a fast evaporating solvent such as tetrahydrofuran, is approximately one to 2 orders of magnitude faster. It is well established that kinetics have a decisive impact on crystal growth and might even prevail free energy minimization.

Conclusion {#sec5}
==========

Depositing anhydrous caffeine on muscovite mica using hot wall epitaxy (HWE) facilitates the growth of the typical needle-like caffeine crystals along six azimuthal directions with respect to the surface. The needles show an inclination of 120° with respect to each other which is attributed to the slightly disturbed 3-fold symmetry of the underlying mica surface. While this is obvious from simple microscopy images, pole figure measurements reveal a more detailed picture. The long needle axis, defined by the crystallographic *c*-axis, aligns along the \[11̅0\], \[100\], \[110\] real space directions of mica. This means, the disk-like molecules are oriented upright standing (edge-on) with respect to the surface and perpendicular to the aforementioned mica directions. Such directed crystal growth along preferred directions means that the interaction of the regular mica surface and the periodic structure provided by the molecules within the caffeine crystallites is most likely energetically favored along these directions.

The aspect of *c*-axis alignment is of particular interest when compared to a previous study on solution cast caffeine on mica since an alignment of the *a*-axis was achieved by this preparation route. The difference in alignment has an immediate impact on the observed needle directions. For HWE processed needles the long needle axis always points in the same directions as the aligned *c*-axis independent of the crystal orientation (e.g., flipping a crystal), while an *a*-axis alignment gives additional needles directions since the a and *c*-axis are inclined by approximately 9° due to the monoclinic unit cell of caffeine. Whereas both methods, HWE and solution casting, yield similar needle-like morphologies, the actual molecular interaction and arrangement with respect to the surface is surprisingly different, showing that further studies regarding the process parameters such as solvent, surface and temperature are essential to gain further understanding of the complex behavior of asymmetric molecules on solid surfaces.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the [ACS Publications website](http://pubs.acs.org) at DOI: [10.1021/acs.cgd.5b00833](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.cgd.5b00833).Specular X-ray diffraction data of caffeine on mica for various deposition times, indexation, and detailed explanations of pole figures recorded at \|**q**\| = 8.4 nm^--1^ and \|**q**\| = 19.0 nm^--1^. ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.cgd.5b00833/suppl_file/cg5b00833_si_001.pdf))
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